During the COVID-19 outbreak, Quirk Books is committed to providing readers access to books for educational and entertainment purposes. In light of school, bookstore, and library closures, Quirk Books is extending an open license to select* titles in its catalog through June 30, 2020.

LIBRARIANS, EDUCATORS, AND BOOKSELLERS can read select* Quirk books to children in live videos on nonstorable media (Facebook Live, YouTube Live, Zoom, and closed educational platforms).

**AS A CONDITION OF USE, WE KINDLY ASK THAT ALL VIDEO RECORDINGS:**

- Are live and broadcast on nonstorable media.
- Include a note that the content is being shared “with permission from Quirk Books.”
- Include a variety of links to places where readers can access the book, such as Amazon, Barnes & Noble, independent booksellers, and/or digital distribution platforms like Overdrive, Epic, etc.
- Credit the book’s author(s) and/or illustrator(s) and tag Quirk Books (Instagram: @QuirkBooks; Facebook: @QuirkBooks; YouTube: youtube.com/quirkbooks).

Because platforms automatically archive live events, we ask that you delete the recording by June 30, 2020.

Visit QuirkBooks.com for free resources including coloring pages, activities, and more.

Questions or concerns? Contact socialmedia@quirkbooks.com.

---

**THE FOLLOWING QUIRK BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE:**

- **A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood**
- **KID LEGENDS SERIES:**
  - Kid Presidents
  - Kid Athletes
  - Kid Artists
  - Kid Authors
  - Kid Scientists, and
  - Kid Activists
- **WARREN THE 13TH SERIES:**
  - Warren the 13th and
  - The All-Seeing Eye,
  - Warren the 13th and
  - The Whispering Woods,
  - and Warren the 13th and
  - The Thirteen-Year Curse
- **NICK AND TESLA SERIES:**
  - Nick and Tesla’s High-Voltage Danger Lab,
  - Nick and Tesla’s Robot Army Rampage,
  - Nick and Tesla’s Secret Agent Gadget Battle,
  - Nick and Tesla’s Super Cyborg Gadget Glove,
  - Nick and Tesla’s Special Effects Spectacular, and
  - Nick and Tesla’s Solar-Powered Showdown
- **TALES FROM LOVECRAFT MIDDLE SCHOOL SERIES:**
  - Professor Gargoyle,
  - The Slither Sisters,
  - Teacher’s Pest, and
  - Substitute Creature
- **QUIRK CLASSICS SERIES:**
  - Pride and Prejudice and Zombies,
  - Sense and Sensibility and Sea Monsters,
  - Android Karenina, and
  - The Meowmorphosis
- **Monkeyfarts!**
- **The GayBCs**
- **Girls Resist!**
- **PECULIAR CHILDREN SERIES:**
  - Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children,
  - Hollow City, and
  - Library of Souls